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“The more I learn about people, the more I like my dog” – Mark Twain.
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“The more I learn about people, the more I like my dog” – Mark Twain.

Why Do Global Shipping Costs Continue to Skyrocket? 3

Global shipping costs are reaching rarely seen levels, putting strain on logistics teams and product                         
purchasers alike. Here’s a closer look at some of the reasons for this phenomenon.
• Worsening Container Delays Create Bidding Wars – Port backups persist, limiting the number of containers each port 

can efficiently accommodate. Relatedly, the shipping customers outpace the available space in each container. That 
problem makes prices rise so high that some entities lose out because they cannot afford to pay them.

• Port Backups Cause Headaches - HMM, South Korea’s top container carrier, reported severe vessel berthing 
congestion at most port calls, as well as related yard and gate issues. Other providers reported similar disruptions.

• Bids Can Reach the Tens of Thousands of Dollars - Everyone is spending much longer on round trips. Containers are 
sitting on the water for much longer periods of time, containers are waiting at ports for much longer. Drewry advised 
– “ It’s more a bidding war than it is a traditional tariff, and this is accelerating with some prices $23,000 to $24,000”.

• Increased Demand From Customers Exacerbates the Issue - Company leaders usually appreciate when their products 
are in high demand, but the matter becomes more complicated when shipping costs are so high. In such cases, it’s 
necessary to either invest massive amounts of money to alleviate the shipping struggles or face lengthy delays that 
could upset customers.

• A Luggage Brand Goes to Great Lengths to Receive Goods - a global luggage company received 3 out of 11 cans and 
normally pay $2,500/FEU. Agents offered them space on deck for $15,000 – at a different port – another $3,000 to 
transfer. And another $2,500 to locate an empty can. They are now paying $22,500 and counting themselves lucky.

• Fewer Overall Affordable and Available Transport Options - A lack of choices to move goods also contributes to 
soaring global shipping costs. Some parties may get their products shipped by train and air when possible, but 
capacity limits exist there, too. The rush to get goods shipped causes a crunch that requires scrambling for any 
available slots offered via any kind of transit.

• No Short-Term Price Easing - Analysts believe the global shipping costs will not return to more manageable levels 
during 2021. There are certainly not any quick fixes to the problem. Parties affected must decide on the most 
appropriate ways to deal with it, even if that means accepting astronomical prices or restructuring supply chains to 
avoid long-distance shipments as much as possible.
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3 Reasons Why it’s Going to Take Longer to Unravel the Current Global 

Logistics Mess
4

The pandemic and its knock-on effects have created global shipping chaos and driven astronomical shipping                       
costs. Here are three data points that highlight why I believe the current situation will drag on longer than anticipated;
1. Inventories are way down, and retailers want to hold more of it in the future. 
The pandemic created a unique situation. Manufacturing                                                                       
and distribution capacity declined, but consumer demand                                                                      
didn’t. Retailers have seen their inventories cut as                                                                         
consumers continue buying, but they cannot replenish                                                                         
their stocks. According to the United States Census                                                                          
Bureau, the inventory to sales ratio is down more than                                                                       
25% since the beginning of the pandemic (see Figure 1                                                                        
alongside).

2. Inflation is up, but still viewed as manageable, and history says it can go higher before stunting demand.
The Fed released its revised forecast for inflation. The                                                                     
forecast rose to 3.4% for the year; however, that is more                                                                    
than manageable and unlikely to suppress consumer                                                                            
demand as longer-term inflation is being forecasted at                                                                          
2%. In addition, if inflation were to go higher, that                                                                        
wouldn’t necessarily mean that US import volumes would                                                                       
decline and take pressure off the current situation. The                                                                     
last time inflation breached 5%, as it did in May, was in                                                                    
August 2008 when it reached 5.8%. As you can see from the US maritime import chart (see Figure 2), import volumes 
continued to increase.
3. The economy continues to reopen, and the Fed expects robust job creation through the fall.
The continued opening up of business will drive job growth and consumer spending as those hit hardest by the pandemic 
have more cash to spend. Again, more pressure on global supply chains.
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COVID-19 flare-ups ‘causing havoc’ across Asia Pacific 5

• COVID-19 breakouts in major ports in Vietnam and China are “causing havoc” for supply chains –
and sky-high container demand is set to continue, A.P. Moller-Maersk (Maersk) has said.

• In its August 2021 Asia Pacific update, container shipping demand will remain strong into the fourth quarter of 2021.
• Container demand growth continued to run ahead of supply growth in Q2 2021, driven by the combination of strong 

US goods consumption, increasing expected container demand by between 2-4% year-on-year for 2H 2021.
• Maersk noted that these gains were reflected in the 18.7% increase in global container trade in 2Q 2021, with 

inbound regions including North America, intra-Asia, west Central Asia, Latin America, and Europe seeing double-
digit growth in container trade compared to 2020.

• However, recent flare-ups of COVID-19 continues to present challenges across Asia Pacific, with Vietnam extending 
the lockdown in Ho Chi Minh City until mid-September; national lockdowns in New Zealand; and Ningbo-Zhoushan 
Port reeling from suspensions to operations.

• “A persistent COVID-19 flare-up across the southern provinces of Vietnam is creating havoc for supply chain with 
trucker shortages and factory closures exacerbating terminal congestion,” Maersk wrote.

• “Empty container availability across [Vietnam’s] northern provinces remains extremely tight. Severe equipment 
shortages are expected in the coming weeks in the southern provinces as factories start to reopen and 
manufacturing starts to ramp up.”

• Lockdowns in southern Vietnam’s manufacturing heartland, imposed from 26 July, have been extended until 15 
September. A Saigon Newport survey showed that some 66.5% of manufacturers around Ho Chi Minh City have 
halted production.

• “Surges in demand for cargo space keep the fleet active and global idling container ship fleet remains low. But 
uncertainties over the easing of capacity constraints, equipment shortages and port congestions make it challenging 
to predict when the disruptions and imbalance in demand and supply will normalize,” Maersk wrote.

• At Ningbo Meishan Island International Container Terminal (MSICT), a COVID-19 outbreak means operations of 
container gate-in and gate-out has been suspended from 11 Aug . Maersk has a VSA service AC6 (Asia- South 
America) at MSICT and all AC6 vessels in August will omit Ningbo.
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Retail Update 6

July 2021: Total U.S. Online Grocery Sales hit $6.7 billion, down 2% month over month
• The U.S. online grocery market generated $6.7 billion in sales during July, as ship-to-home sales declined to $1.4 

billion while the combined pickup/delivery segment remained steady at $5.3 billion for the third straight month, 
according to the Brick Meets Click/Mercatus Grocery Shopping Survey fielded July 28-29, 2021.

• The overall sales decline of 2% was driven largely by an 8% drop in ship-to-home sales versus June, while 
pickup/delivery sales have stabilized. Sales levels for pickup/delivery and ship-to-home are respectively 4.5 and 1.8 
times greater than pre-COVID sales in Aug. 2019.

Cigarette Volumes Returning to Historical Trends
• The lift seen in cigarette volumes — driven by COVID-19 and the work-from-home trend — is starting to ease.
• Bonnie Herzog, managing director at Goldman Sachs, said the company remains "cautious on the U.S. 

tobacco/nicotine industry near term."
• The sentiment comes as Goldman Sachs' Nicotine Nuggets second quarter survey found that consumption of 

tobacco and nicotine products remained strong overall, but cigarette volumes have started to return to historical 
decline rates on tough comps and a return-to-work environment.

• The survey represents 42,000 U.S. retail, or roughly 30 percent of the total channel.
• According to Herzog, 65 percent of the survey respondents said downtrading pressure intensified in the second 

quarter. This reflects "widening price gaps and increased pressure on wallets as government stimulus dries up and 
given more spending options with the reopening," she added

Amazon Fresh is one year old and expanding quickly (for Amazon)
One year in, Amazon currently has 18 Amazon Fresh locations operating, has mentioned plans for seven more and 
reportedly has dozens more in the works — still considered a measured pace relative to the aggressive expansion of 
many chains, but clearly decisive for Amazon, which to date has tread carefully in the physical store realm. Bloomberg 
columnist Matt Day reports on what it’s like shopping at an Amazon Fresh, including a successful just-walk-out 
experience.
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Co-op chief says current food shortages are worst he’s ever seen
• Staffing problems caused by Covid and Brexit are causing major problems in the UK food industry, as many retailers 

are having trouble getting products to stores. According to Co-op, supermarkets are having to reduce some ranges 
due to the ongoing issues. They stated: ‘The shortages are at a worse level than at any time we have seen.’

• Co-op blamed ‘Brexit and issues caused by Covid’ for the crisis. Co-op, which has 4,000 stores in the UK, is now 
having to re-train staff as lorry drivers to try to address issues in the supply chain.

• Experts claim that there are currently 90,000 vacancies in the haulage industry after around 14,000 European lorry
drivers left the UK last year. McDonald’s was the latest major name to experience problems yesterday, when it had 
to take milkshakes off the menu at most of its UK restaurants due to problems transporting ingredients.

• Christmas is at risk as well unless the government adds HGV drivers to its skilled worker list, the boss of Iceland has 
warned. Richard Walker said there was a shortage of about 100,000 lorry drivers in the UK. Christmas is almost 
upon retailers as planning starts now, the supermarket chain boss told bbc.com.

Vertical Farming Market worth $7.3 billion by 2025
• The vertical farming market is projected to reach USD 7.3b by 2025 from USD 2.9b in 2020; it is expected to grow at 

a CAGR of 20.2%. The growth is primarily attributed to high yield and numerous other benefits associated with 
vertical farming over conventional farming, advancements in LED technology, year-round crop production 
irrespective of weather conditions, and requirement of minimum resources.

• Major players in the market are: ◊ Signify (Netherlands), ◊ Osram (Germany), ◊ Freight Farms (US), ◊ AeroFarms
(US), ◊ Sky Greens (Singapore), ◊ Spread Co., Ltd. (Japan), ◊ Plenty (US), ◊ Valoya (Finland), ◊ Everlight Electronics 
Co., Ltd. (Taiwan) and ◊ Heliospectra (Sweden) among others.

• Factors such as positive impacts of adopting vertical farming on the environment, potential market opportunities in 
APAC and the Middle East, and cannabis cultivation through vertical farming are expected to create growth 
opportunities for the market.

• The hydroponics growth mechanism is used widely by commercial growers. This mechanism is easier to set up, 
costs less than other mechanisms, and has a higher return on investments (ROI).
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Retail Update 9

Walmart and Amazon by the Numbers 2021
After the posting of Q2 2021 results this summer, a 
firm called FactSet declared that on a trailing 12-
month basis, Amazon outsold Walmart by about $44 
billion. Walmart achieved $566 billion in revenue for 
the 12 months that ended in July, while Amazon 
reached $610 billion for the 12-months that ended in 
June.
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Retail Update 11

C.H. Robinson announces drayage congestion surcharges
• Freight broker C.H. Robinson said it would begin levying drayage surcharges in September due to worsening 

congestion at U.S. ports.
• “As you are aware, the past year has brought about unprecedented challenges for the transportation industry. 

Recently, it has reached a breaking point,” a Thursday client advisory read.“ As a result, international drayage carriers 
servicing several ports/ramps through the U.S. have implemented congestion/peak season surcharges.”

• Beginning Wednesday, a surcharge of $175 per container will apply to all inbound and outbound full-containerload 
cargo serviced at most of the nation’s top container ports. The fee will also apply to all rail locations in Atlanta. The 
notable exceptions were Norfolk, Virginia, and Oakland, California, where the incremental fees will not be assessed.

Discount duress: Dollar Tree says high freight costs will dent earnings
• Discount chain Dollar Tree reeled in its outlook for fiscal 2021, citing escalating freight costs as the reason. The 

Chesapeake, Virginia-based retailer said it has started to book its own ocean vessels amid a tight capacity 
environment and will look for merchandise suppliers outside of Asia to mitigate transportation expenses going 
forward.

• “We’re optimizing which China and U.S. ports we use to take advantage of the shipping availability,” Michael 
Witynski, president and CEO, told analysts on a Thursday conference call. “We are confident that our teams will 
allow us to navigate through this period of global supply chain challenges.”

• Dollar Tree said elevated transportation expenses will drag down full-year earnings by $1.50 to $1.60 per share 
compared to last year. The update assumes an additional freight spend of $185 million to $200 million (60 cents to 
65 cents per share) above the prior forecast issued at the end of May.

• The change is due to the likelihood the company will be more dependent on the spot market for ocean shipping 
capacity going forward. At the end of its fiscal first quarter, the expectation was ocean carriers would honor 
approximately 85% of contractual commitments with Dollar Tree. That number is now likely to be closer to 60% to 
65%.

• Management said spot market rates have moved roughly 20% higher since the May update.
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Are robots taking over Schnucks’ stores?
• Schnuck Markets is going to the robots. The family-owned grocery chain announced                                                

that it is rolling out artificial intelligence-powered robots to all 111 of its stores in IL,                                   
IN, MO and WI.

• The robots, known as Tally, are part of a multiyear program that began as a 6-week                                              
pilot in 2017 at three stores and was expanded in 2018 and again last year. The                                              
devices move up and down store aisles up to three times a day to identify where                                              
there are stock outs as well as scanning shelves to make sure that each item is in its proper place and aligned with 
the correct shelf tag.

TikTok and Shopify are dancing further into social commerce
TikTok and Shopify are expanding their partnership. Soon, select Shopify merchants in the US, Canada, and the UK will be 
able to create in-app storefronts in a dedicated Shopping tab on their TikTok profiles, the companies announced Tuesday.

Building facilities across Canada, also in Greater London and Copenhagen
• “We are building the largest vertical farming network in the world. We’re currently in 10 countries on three 

continents but will be adding more to our world map,” says Daniel Kats, Executive Vice President of Sales at Infarm.
• The company launched in seven Canadian cities during the pandemic and recently announced its extended 

partnership with Sobeys, which supports plans to build Growing Centers in Calgary, Halifax, Winnipeg and Hamilton 
(Toronto), supplying more than 1000 Sobeys retail locations nationwide by 2023.

• In combination with existing Infarm Growing Centers in Vancouver and Victoria/Vancouver Island, the agreement 
allows the company to increase production volume in Canada more than sevenfold. The vertical farming company 
plans to scale to 100 Growing Centers by 2025 worldwide.

• The company is also building a Growing Center in Bedford, Greater London. The facility spans 9,760-square meters 
and includes 5,500 square meters of growing area. At full capacity, the modular units - each occupying 25 square 
meters of ground space and 10 meters in height - can produce up to 18 million plants per year. 
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Longer lorries might be followed by heavier lorries in the UK
• UK government spokespeople have stated that longer goods vehicles might be permanently allowed on Britain’s 

roads from as early as next year. The Department for Transport has published its response to its consultation on the 
introduction of longer-semi trailers (LSTs), with the majority of respondents in favor of their use. A nine-year trial 
has shown them to be ‘safer, more economical and better for the environment’.

• Officials said the vehicles, which can be up to 15.65 metres long, could remove up to one in eight freight journeys 
by carrying the same amount of cargo in what amounts to a smaller number of lorries.

CSX touts additional endorsements of proposed Pan Am merger
• CSX announced today that support for its pending merger with Pan Am Railways continues to grow as several 

additional letters of support were recently filed with the STB, bringing the total to more than 100 pro-merger 
comments.

• Both U.S. senators from Maine — Angus King and Susan Collins — submitted letters of support. Also weighing in is 
the Connecticut Department of Transportation (CTDOT), which cited how CSX’s planned investments to the Pan Am 
infrastructure will benefit the state, freight shippers and passenger rail, CSX officials said in a press release.

One Stuck Box of Fertilizer Shows the Global Supply Chain Crisis
• Somewhere in the world’s busiest port of Shanghai, a container of fertilizer sits among tens of thousands of boxes, 

waiting for a ride to the U.S. It’s been on the dock for months, trapped by typhoons and Covid outbreaks that have 
worsened major congestion in the global supply-chain network.

• While stranded there since May, the port is just one stop on the long journey from central China to the U.S. 
Midwest. Delays have stretched a delivery that ordinarily would take weeks to more than half a year. And that time 
frame will keep expanding, as the goods have barely started the roughly 9,300-mile trek.

• From the U.S. to Sudan to China, container boxes have been lying at ports, railyards and in warehouses as the 
pandemic rages on. In an industry with 25 million containers and some 6,000 ships hauling them, it’s easy to see 
disruptions as one big headache confined to the shipping world.
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Shock and au(tomation): How Covid is changing the warehouse fulfillment game
What a difference a year makes! The rapid growth of e-commerce fulfillment volumes in the wake of the pandemic—
coupled with labor shortages, labor capacity restrictions, and social distancing requirements—has driven lasting 
changes to the warehouse fulfillment landscape. The trend lines point to continued e-commerce growth, even as 
Covid-19 restrictions ease and more shoppers return to stores, making investments in warehouse automation 
technologies critical. In fact, 60% of respondents to a survey conducted by DC Velocity and management consulting 
firm ARC Advisory Group in early 2021 said it’s likely they will invest in some form of automated technology over the 
next three years.

VELOCITY
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Australia: Trucker strike could affect food supplies
• Food and fuel supplies could be affected this coming weekend as thousands of truck drivers intend to strike over pay 

and conditions at a major employer, the transport union says. The dispute over a new enterprise agreement with 
logistics giant Toll Group will climax with a 24-hour strike on Friday involving as many as 7000 truckers.

• In a bid to compete with global giants like Amazon Flex, the Transport Workers’ Union says Toll is aiming to drive 
down costs “by scrapping overtime entitlements and engaging outside drivers”. But Toll claims it has the best EBA in 
the industry and says it will continue to do so once current negotiations conclude.

• “One thing we and the union do agree on, our employees deserve a pay rise,” it said in a statement. “We’ve put a 
generous offer on the table and are committed to further discussion.”

• In response Toll Group said it was ‘disappointed the TWU is threatening industrial action in the middle of a global 
pandemic’. “As one of the country’s biggest transport companies, we are well used to managing disruptions to our 
operations, from bushfires to floods to a global pandemic,” Alan Beacham, Global Express division president said in a 
statement. “We can assure customers their goods will be transported during any potential industrial action.”

Oklahoma betting on economic boom from new logistics park
• Southern Oklahoma doesn’t normally spring to mind as a hub for                                                               

global trade, but economic leaders hope a new 200-acre logistics park                                                           
will be a catalyst for growth for inbound cargo and exports.

• Federal, state and local officials recently broke ground on the site of                                                      
the $124 million Global Transportation & Industrial Park of Oklahoma                                                         
(GTIP) in the town of Ardmore.

• GTIP is planned as an inland port to create opportunities for air, rail                                                      
and truck transport, as well as construction of facilities for transloading,                                                 
warehousing, distribution and manufacturing. 

• “The ability to offer import, export and air capacity matched with other intermodal transportation will provide 
access to markets across the globe from Ardmore, Oklahoma.”
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Port congestion sapping major Asia–US ship capacity 
injection
New data on the explosion of capacity being deployed in 
the Asia–US trade indicates there will likely be sufficient 
capacity to handle projected import volumes for the rest 
of the year, but the effective capacity will be reduced by 
port congestion in the US and Asia. 

Physical retailers’ e-commerce shifting back to stores: US 
data
With e-commerce growth shifting to in-store sales, US 
trucking companies should not expect e-commerce sales 
at traditional retailers to return to the pre-pandemic 
growth rate. 

Hapag-Lloyd adds 75,000 extra boxes to fleet
Hapag-Lloyd will add another 75,000 TEU to its fleet by 
the end of 2021.

FBX Overview
• Asia-US West Coast prices (FBX01 Daily) were stable at 

$18,425/FEU. This rate is 452% higher than the same 
time last year.

• Asia-US East Coast prices (FBX03 Daily) likewise were 
unchanged at $20,057/FEU and are 415% higher than 
rates for this week last year.
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Nationalize the railroads?
• The Administration’s Executive Order encouraging competition in the rail, ocean and other industries is a belated 

acknowledgment that we have a problem in these essential industries.
• In the 1800s, we gave the railroad companies thousands of miles of land, including riverfront along some of our most 

important arteries, in order that they could build out a rail system. From the very beginning, there were commercial 
interests that saw the future—a national, integrated, private set of steel roads controlled by very few executives. The 
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) was created after beleaguered shippers threatened politicians with expulsion.

• The ICC was later abolished and replaced with only a nominal regulatory agency, The Surface Transportation Board 
(STB), an organization that has already demonstrated an aversion to regulating the major railroads.

• I have read with interest an increasing number of references to a “North American rail oligarchy.” As a large rail 
shipper for many years and a former billing auditor for a Class 1, I witnessed the upgrading of executives I interacted 
with over a couple of decades. Gone were the relationship folks, and in came the smart, often non-rail folks who saw 
the opportunity to realize the dream of the early rail barons.

• Consolidate, reduce track to reduce capacity and possible competition. Guess how many cities in North America have 
only one railroad serving them. Then raise prices in excess of inflation and develop a “premium” service brand in two 
areas. First, reduce options for captive shippers through consolidation then cease paying for mileage usage on private 
rail cars. Second, increase focus on intermodal with the idea of capturing some of the much larger highway market.

• The highways were created by building on top of public lands. Users pay gas and tolls to use this infrastructure. 
Airlines pay to use the skies and airport terminal gates. Pipelines operate through a right-of-way license. Rivers are 
public and barge operators pay to use them. The railroad land should be public, and competition enabled for use of 
this key asset. 

• This applies in most of the western world and certainly in Asia. The argument that railroads have plenty of 
competition with 75% of transport on other modes is faulty logic at best. It basically admits that 25% of all freight is 
carried by less than seven companies, with four non-overlapping service area companies controlling more than 80% 
of the rail freight. 

Cont’d on following slide………
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Nationalize the railroads? Cont’d from previous slide………

• The railroad companies are not nefarious, but the progress of transport industries seem to follow the pattern of early 
growth, later consolidation and eventually needing to be reined in by pressure of new technology or regulation.

• If the railroads operated over public lands, then those lands could be used for new passenger and freight 
infrastructure as well. There has been a call for regulation such as open reciprocal switching, allowing nearby railroads 
to compete for a captive shipper’s traffic.

• The question remains: Could we do more than open reciprocal switching to captive shippers, a ruling held up by the 
STC for more than a decade, and think big?

• In the 1980s, it was the granting of 48 state authorities by the ICC that opened the trucking and airline industry to 
competition. This could work for rail—not just local reciprocal switching, but national reciprocal trackage rights might 
enable competition over shared lines. Let’s reimagine rail.

This article is by Peter Moore, dean of the Logistics Training Center and adjunct professor at Georgia College and State University in the MSCLM 
Graduate Program and adjunct professor at The University of South Carolina Beaufort. Published in the August edition of Logistics 
Management magazine.
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Stealing your own freight: O’Hare cargo delays force drastic measures
Logistics company sends in rescue teams, buys off warehouse personnel to retrieve shipments.
• Desperate logistics service providers in Chicago are resorting to a number of new tactics, including bribery and 

undercover extraction missions, to avoid worsening congestion that is trapping shipments for more than a week at 
O’Hare International Airport’s cargo terminals, according to industry executives.

• Shipment volumes at O’Hare have exploded in the past 18 months as businesses turn to air transport for critical 
imports of personal protective equipment, replenishment of depleted inventories and to overcome manufacturing 
and ocean supply chain disruptions. Facilities are short-staffed and don’t have adequate space to swiftly process 
mountains of cargo offloaded from the giant freighters that have predominated since COVID devastated lower-
capacity passenger flights. 

• Freight management companies say backlogs are so severe that warehouses are storing rows and rows of containers 
in parking lots and that it can take up to 10 days to retrieve a shipment. Delivery trucks often sit in line for hours 
waiting for a load and some local carriers are refusing to get freight at certain airlines. 

• The situation is so bad that one 3PL is essentially orchestrating heists of its own freight.
• “We will literally bring a truck from our facility with a forklift in the back, with like six or seven guys, and we’ll 

basically pay our way in to find our freight, break it down and use the forklift to load out trailers to get it out,” a top 
company executive told FreightWaves on condition of anonymity. 

DHL Express heralds major America’s region investment. 
Global express delivery and logistics services provider DHL is spending more than $360 million in an initiative focused on 
building new and expanding existing facilities in the America’s region, spanning the U.S., Canada, Mexico, South and 
Central America and the Caribbean. DHL said that it will also be investing millions of dollars into its Americas air
network, for things like the introduction of new direct flight routes. DHL officials said that these investments are largely
driven by both B2C and B2B e-commerce shipment growth, where the Americas’ countries experienced, on average, 33%
more shipments per day in the first quarter of 2021 annually. 
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Cosco Increases Stake in Piraeus Port to 67%
• A Greek court gave this week the go-ahead for China’s Cosco to increase its stake at the Piraeus Port by 16% and 

extend its contract by five years for the company to complete the investments it has undertaken to make.
• The ruling by the Greek Court of Audit means that the Chinese multinational increases its stake in Piraeus Port 

Authority from the current 51 percent to 67 percent.

UK Government must act on supply chain pressures’
• The British Ports Association has issued a statement saying the UK government must act on demands from the 

haulage industry to relieve pressure on supply chains.
• Commenting on widely reported supply chain pressures, Richard Ballantyne, Chief Executive at the BPA said:

“The lack haulage capacity has contributed to inefficiencies across the supply chain. We are seeing increased wait 
times at ports. The shortages pushes up costs and puts suppliers under more pressure. As many have warned, 
Covid and Brexit have obviously contributed to haulier shortages, and we are very supportive of the haulage 
industry’s calls for a review of the post Brexit immigration rules for European based HGV drivers. Action is needed 
now, particularly ahead of the introduction of new enforcement controls for imports in January which could add 
more pressures on the supply chain.”

South Vietnam’s stay-at-home order puts brakes on factory production
An army-enforced lockdown of South Vietnam's manufacturing heartland is bringing factory production to a standstill. 

Expansion projects choking China–Europe rail traffic
High demand on the China–Europe rail route has collided with construction works to increase capacity at the network’s 
European gateway terminal in Poland, and congestion is growing. 

Container lines struggle to find space for new services in LA-LB
Carriers that had struggled to find ships to deploy in new services in the booming trans-Pacific say their main challenge 
now is to find space at West Coast terminals. 
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The World Economy’s Supply Chain Problem Keeps Getting Worse
• A supply chain crunch that was meant to be temporary now looks like it will last well into next year as the surging 

delta variant upends factory production in Asia and disrupts shipping, posing more shocks to the world economy.
• Manufacturers reeling from shortages of key components and higher raw material and energy costs are being forced 

into bidding wars to get space on vessels, pushing freight rates to records and prompting some exporters to raise 
prices or simply cancel shipments altogether. 

• “We can’t get enough components, we can’t get containers, costs have been driven up tremendously,” said 
Christopher Tse, chief executive officer of Hong Kong-based Musical Electronics Ltd., which makes consumer products 
from Bluetooth speakers to Rubik’s Cubes. The cost of magnets used have risen by about 50% since March, increasing 
the production cost by about 7%. “I don’t know if we can make money because prices keep changing.”

• China’s determination to stamp out Covid has meant even a small number of cases can cause major disruptions to 
trade. This month the government temporarily closed part of the world’s third-busiest container port at Ningbo for 
two weeks after a single dockworker was found to have the delta variant. Earlier this year, wharves in Shenzhen were 
idled after the discovery of a handful of coronavirus cases. 

• “Port congestion and a shortage of container shipping capacity may last into the fourth quarter or even mid-2022,” 
said Taiwan-based Evergreen Marine Corp., the world’s seventh-biggest container liner, at an investor briefing on 
Aug. 20. “If the pandemic cannot be effectively contained, port congestion may become a new normal.” 

• Higher freight rates and semiconductor prices could feed into inflation, said Chua Hak Bin, senior economist at 
Maybank Kim Eng Research Pte. in Singapore. In addition, producers including Taiwan’s Giant Manufacturing Co., the 
world’s biggest bicycle maker, say they will raise prices to reflect the increased costs. 

• In the U.S., forecasters have lowered growth projections for this year and lifted inflation expectations into 2022, 
according to Bloomberg’s latest monthly survey of economists. Compared to a year earlier, the personal consumption 
expenditures price index is now expected to rise 4% in the third quarter and 4.1% in the fourth, double the Federal 
Reserve’s 2% goal.

• Now container liners don’t sign long-term agreements, and most deals are done by spot prices.
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Shipping chaos gives top importers ‘massive competitive edge’
• The Asia-U.S. container market is now in a class by itself, with the trans-Pacific eastbound trade pricing differently 

than any other route in the world.
• Because stimulus-driven demand is so high compared to capacity — not just capacity of ships and boxes but of ports, 

trucks, rail and warehouses — the high-low spread of trans-Pacific spot pricing has ballooned. 
• The largest importers are paying far lower freight rates than smaller importers, the playing field is becoming 

increasingly uneven, and foreign ocean carriers can pick the American import sector’s winners and losers.
• “We’re seeing a price differential of $15,000 [per forty-foot equivalent unit or FEU] between the lowest short-term 

price in the [trans-Pacific] market and the top price,” said Erik Devetak, chief product and data officer of Xeneta, a 
Norwegian company that analyzes freight rates, during a press conference on Thursday.

• “That is a huge advantage for established players, which has consequences across the economy and for everyday life, 
and also, from a point of view of lowering competition and increasing barriers to entry for future competitors.” 

• Xeneta added, “Everybody’s seeing price increases but … being really big is really a massive competitive edge in this 
market.” The trans-Pacific is no longer a single shipping market with a single “right price.” Rather, the vast spread 
between the high and low price has allowed carriers to splinter the trans-Pacific into multiple market layers. This 
explains why different container indexes are showing vastly different spot rates for the trans-Pacific.

• Port of origin has become one key parameter. Last year the price differential between shipments originating in China, 
Taiwan, Japan or Singapore was small — $100 to $250 max — 5-10% of the market rate,” said Devetak.

• “Right now, we’re seeing the prices from China to the U.S. can be $2,500 lower than the prices one can achieve in 
Taiwan or Japan and $3,000 lower than Singapore. It can cost 40% more to ship from Busan.

• An attractive customer is generally one with large volumes, a strong preexisting relationship with the carrier, 
accurately predicted flows, a long-term contract being supplemented with short-term deals, and, in the case of a 
beneficial cargo owner (BCO), a direct relationship with the carrier as opposed to one using a freight forwarder 
middleman. 

• The most important price differentiator in today’s market is the premium to guarantee a cargo is loaded on a ship.
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Same customer, same carrier, same contract … different price
• Highlighting just how much the trans-Pacific has changed in recent months, consider a specific case of prices paid by 

one freight forwarder over time. The payments were all under the same contract to the same carrier. 
• Between April and early July, pricing was clustered in the $4,000-$6,000 per FEU range. By mid-July the spread had 

widened and ranged from $4,000 to $8,000. By early August, it had dramatically increased, with some prices under 
$6,000 and some as high as $18,000, climbing over $22,000.

• “We saw one market in the trans-Pacific in the beginning of April. But now we clearly see a market that has 
fragmented,” said Xeneta, a Norwegian company that analyzes freight rates.

• “If you add all this up, you conclude that if the origin is China, destination Canada, you’re an attractive customer, you 
go direct with the carrier and you ship next month, you end up paying $5,000 [in the short-term market].

• “But if your origin is not China, your destination is Los Angeles, you are not an attractive customer, you go via freight 
forwarder and you need to ship as soon as possible, then suddenly your rate is $20,000. 

• “To put this price differential of $15,000 into                                                                              
context, last year, it was $500.”

• Xeneta also found price differentiation                                                                                      
regardless of origin and destination. It looked at                                                                           
short-term rates for cargoes from China to Los                                                                                  
Angeles and found “huge developments in the                                                                                  
market spread between the best and worst                                                                                     
performers.”

• This is the biggest change since last year and                                                                               
the biggest differentiator of the trans-Pacific                                                                                 
versus the rest of the world. Premiums are also                                                                              
being charged in the Asia-Europe trade lane, but                                                                                
not to the magnitude seen in the trans-Pacific.
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'2021 is a peculiar year for container shipping'
• This year is turning out to be a spectacular year in container shipping; freight rates are record high, more cargo than 

ever before is shipped on the transpacific trade lane specifically and globally in general, and the previous annual 
record on new orders for container ship capacity has just been breached – in less than eight months.

• 619 container ships are now on order for future delivery, 381 in 2021 alone, and never has 3.44m TEU being 
ordered in such a short time span. Still, it’s not a record for the total orderbook, as 6.8m TEU were on order by the 
end of July 2008, compared to 5.3m TEU today.

• 60 container ships with a cargo carrying capacity of 16,000 TEU each were ordered in February, March, April, and 
June by just five different owners. The one half of them was ordered by two Top-4 tonnage providers and one 
minor, and the other half by operating liner companies.

• As owners see a somewhat different trade pattern developing in recent years and very much right now, due to the 
US-China trade war and the COVID-19 outbreak, the more ‘versatile’ 13,000-16,000 TEU have been preferred to the 
Ultra-Large Container Ships (ULCS).

• Container shipping capacity of 1.5m TEU has been ordered so far in 2021, for delivery in each of the years 2023 and 
2024. As the scheduled orderbook for 2024 today stands at 2.15m TEU, it’s worth noticing, that the record delivery 
year, date back to 2015, where 1.66m TEU entered active service on the global container lines’ networks.

A record-breaking 44 container ships are stuck off the coast of California
• Forty-four freight ships are stuck awaiting entry into California's two largest ports, the highest number recorded 

since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Marine Exchange of Southern California reported Saturday.
• The lengthy queue is a result of the labor shortage, COVID-19 related disruptions, and holiday buying surges. 

According to LA port data, the ships' average wait time has increased to 7.6 days. 
• "The normal number of container ships at anchor is between zero and one," Kip Louttit, executive director of the 

Marine Exchange of Southern California, told Insider this July.
• California ports in Los Angeles and Long Beach account for about one-third of US imports. These ports operate as a 

primary source of imports from China and have experienced heavy congestion throughout the pandemic.

INSIDER
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A Rebounding First Half
Business conditions in the c-store industry improve despite continued pandemic-related issues. 
• Convenience store retail sales began bouncing back during the first half of this year as widespread vaccinations 

helped relieve the economic mess caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. According to the exclusive Convenience 
Store News 2021 Midyear Report Card, most in-store product categories showed a healthy sales increase during 
the first six months of this year compared to the dismal results posted in the first half of 2020.

• The return of customer traffic this year, in comparison to last year’s lockdowns, has been a boon to impulse sales 
categories like candy. The category grew 10.5% in dollar sales during the first six months of this year, while unit 
volume was up 5.6%. The biggest gains came in bagged/repacked peg candy, non-chocolate bars and packs, and 
novelties/seasonal candy. 

• Last year, after the first six months of the year, not a single subcategory within salty snacks had a sales or volume 
increase. This year, every single subcategory posted a sales increase – a strong indicator of the ongoing turnaround 
in c-store sales as the country recovers from the pandemic. Total salty snack dollar sales were up 8.1% for the first 
half of 2021, and unit volume was up 2%. Pretzels, up 14.4%, and crackers, up 12.7%, led the subcategories in 
dollar sales gains.

• Edible grocery sales, which climbed 7.3% in dollars on a 2.6% unit increase in the first half of 2020, fell by 6.2% in 
dollars and 9.3% in volume this year. Cereal, up 3.6%, and condiments, up 1.2%, were the only gainers in edible 
grocery during the first six months of this year.

• An about-face in general merchandise - General merchandise sales were up almost 10% in the first six months of 
this year compared to the year-ago period – a turnaround from 2020’s first half. 

• Telecommunications hardware sales, which include cell phones, chargers and accessories, exploded by nearly 50% 
on a volume gain of 59%. 

• HBC sales are healthy - Sales of health and beauty care (HBC) products at c-stores were strong during the first six 
months of 2021. Dollar sales were up 5.3% on a volume increase of 4.9%. Within the category, the biggest dollar 
gain was recorded by vitamins and supplements, up 34.2%.
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Surging Delta Variant Continues to Impact the Way Consumers Shop
47% of concerned shoppers are worried about shopping in-store. Just as normalcy appeared, surges of COVID-19 cases 
brought by the Delta variant are once again leaving many in fear of what’s to come. 30% are more worried about COVID 
as Delta cases continue to rise, and 40% report feeling the same level of discomfort as they did one month ago. 43% 
report the Delta variant is impacting the way they shop, and 47% are worried about shopping in-store. Key insights:

1. Proceeding with (Pre)Caution: 61% of shoppers are taking extra precautions when shopping in-store due to 
the rise of Delta. Of those cautious consumers, 82% are once again masking up while shopping, 79% are using 
disinfectants on hands and carts, 66% are shopping at less busy times, 63% are using debit/credit cards to 
avoid exchanging cash and 59% are utilizing self-checkout.

2. Concerning Counterparts: Of the consumers worried about shopping in-store, 85% are worried that other 
shoppers are not taking the proper safety precautions. To feel safer, 70% of shoppers expect retailers to 
enforce safety precautions. However, 59% fear retailers will fall short of this expectation. 83% of consumers 
hope to see retailers disinfecting carts, 65% want enforcing of social distancing, 65% want mandating masks, 
42% want retailers to limit store capacity and 38% support putting a cap on the number of essential products 
each shopper can purchase. 

3. In-Store Stays on Top: Despite consumer fears, shoppers are still headed in-store. In fact, 67% of shoppers 
report taking the same number of trips to the store per week as they did last month, and 10% have found 
themselves going more often.

4. Changed Consumers: 55% of consumers report that the pandemic has changed the way they will shop forever. 
Post-pandemic, 57% of shoppers expect to continue to stock up on essentials, 56% will shop online more and 
53% will make fewer, but bigger, shopping trips. However, after the pandemic, 37% shoppers plan to prioritize 
availability over brand preference and 14% plan to utilize convenience options like BOPIS. 

• Retailers need to prioritize making the experience as enjoyable as possible, while doubling down their focus on 
safety. Shoppers will expect nothing less than stocked shelves, a demonstrable commitment to safety in your store, 
and a trained staff setting the example.” 
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COVID-19 and Delta variant loom over back-to-school plans
• As another pandemic school year begins, parents, policy-makers and school administrators are grappling with the 

best ways to prevent and control COVID-19 infection in schools. While we’ve learned a lot over the past year and a 
half about keeping classrooms safe, the Delta variant has parents raising new questions.

• Today in The Conversation Canada, Joanna Merckx and Jay Kaufman of McGill University and Dimitri Van der Linden 
of Université catholique de Louvain offer some answers about what’s being done to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 
in schools, how testing and other measures can help and what’s been implemented in other countries.

• They note that decision-makers will need to consider things like local infection and vaccination rates. They also 
remind readers that experts' recommendations do not always align with political decisions.

It's time to recalibrate expectations about the COVID-19 endgame
• It's time for the U.S. medical and scientific communities to have a candid conversation with Americans about the 

ultimate goals of COVID-19 vaccination and the pandemic's end, infectious disease specialist Céline R. Gounder, MD, 
wrote in a commentary for The Atlantic. 

• Dr. Gounder is an internist, infectious disease specialist and epidemiologist at the NYU Grossman School of Medicine 
and Bellevue Hospital in New York City. 

• In her commentary, she argued that Americans need to recalibrate their expectations about what makes a vaccine 
successful. Some are under the impression that the goal of vaccination is to eliminate SARS-CoV-2 infections 
completely, and their trust is then shaken when breakthrough cases occur. 

• Noting that eradication is unattainable, regardless of how many booster shots are administered, Dr. Gounder said it 
now falls on physicians, scientists and public health leaders to point to what the precise goal of vaccination is: to 
slow the spread, save lives and turn COVID-19 into a disease that society can live with. 

• Noting that vaccines alone won't prevent all infections or eliminate the virus, Dr. Gounder suggested widespread 
vaccination could turn COVID-19 into something closer to influenza. The flu does not shut down economies or 
prevent normal socialization. 
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Nebraska hospitals ordered to limit electives amid staffing crunch
• Nebraska Gov. Pete Ricketts has announced multiple initiatives aimed at boosting healthcare staffing amid the latest 

COVID-19 wave, including limiting elective procedures at hospitals in the state.
• The governor on Aug. 26 declared a hospital staffing emergency and issued a directed health measure to limit elective 

procedures at hospitals.
• He directed hospitals to suspend elective surgeries "that can wait four weeks or longer without substantially changing 

a patient's outcome," according to an Aug. 27 news release.
• Some healthcare organizations, including Nebraska Medicine, Methodist Health, both in Omaha, and Lincoln-based 

Bryan Health, have already announced they would pause some elective procedures, according to news station WOWT.

Medical supply distributor charged with stealing $12M intended for PPE
• Brian Sperber, 44, a Florida distributor of PPE, has been charged with stealing $12 million that was intended to 

purchase PPE for hospitals and other healthcare facilities, the U.S. Justice Department said Aug. 26. 
• Mr. Sperber, of Boca Raton, allegedly stole the money from purchasers of PPE during the early days of the COVID-19 

pandemic to fund his own lifestyle, including buying a multimillion-dollar mansion in Boca Raton. 

Oxygen shortage hits more than hospitals 
• A shortage of medical-grade oxygen in COVID hotspots like Florida is rippling through the economy, crimping 

manufacturing and being exacerbated by a lack of truck drivers. Some companies, like Airgas, are rotating in drivers 
from [nearby regions] of the country.

• It’s the latest example of the supply chain chaos that’s developed in the pandemic economy. Oxygen suppliers like 
Airgas have diverted all their supply to hospitals, leaving industrial customers in the lurch — and potentially putting 
themselves in legal jeopardy for breaching contracts, sources tell Axios.

• Areas of the U.S. South, especially Florida, are the latest to experience the shortage. 
• The northern U.S. isn’t experiencing a shortage at the moment’
• The economic upheaval caused by the pandemic is far from over. 
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60% of likely voters view cyberattacks on US infrastructure as very concerning
Cyberattacks pose threats to private companies and government agencies alike.                                                
The recent surge in these attacks has likely voters in the US concerned about                                                
the security of national infrastructure. Two months after the Colonial Pipeline                                              
hack, 58% said they are very concerned about cyberattacks on energy grids                                                    
and other infrastructure, while 28% reported being somewhat concerned.

Definition: What is integrated risk management (IRM)?
Integrated risk management (IRM) is a set of coordinated business practices and supporting software tools that contribute 
to an organization's ability to understand and manage risk holistically across all departments and third-party 
dependencies.

Where do Zoom recordings go?
• Zoom is easy to use. You simply click a link to join a meeting. After entering the meeting, only a few buttons appear on 

the screen to control the most important features. One of these buttons -- and one of the most popular features -- is 
the Recording button. For various reasons, many video callers need to record their meetings and webinars.

• Whether you record on your computer or in the cloud is a personal choice. Recording to the cloud offers many more 
features since it's done on Zoom servers, which have the direct feed from all participants. Recording to your computer 
is an option, too, especially if you don't have space on Zoom's cloud or if your company has security policies against 
hosting company recordings in the cloud.

• When recording to the cloud, recordings are on Zoom's server and not on your local PC, they are not managed directly 
by the Zoom app on your PC. You need to log in to your account at Zoom.us to manage your recordings. Zoom provides 
the Manage button in the app menu as a shortcut. Clicking this button will open your PC's browser and direct you to 
the recording management page of your account at Zoom.us.

• To see where Zoom recordings are saved on your computer, go to the Zoom app settings, by clicking the small upward 
arrow on the Mute or Stop Video buttons at the bottom of the Zoom window.
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World's first crewless, zero emissions cargo ship will set sail in Norway
• A Norwegian company has created what it calls the world's first zero-emission, autonomous cargo ship.
• If all goes to plan, the ship will make its first journey between two Norwegian                                              

towns before the end of the year, with no crew onboard. Instead, its                                                         
movements will be monitored from three onshore data control centers.

• It's not the first autonomous ship -- an autonomous ferry launched in                                                           
Finland in 2018 -- but it is the first fully electric container ship, say its                                                   
makers. Developed by chemical company Yara International, the Yara                                                           
Birkeland was designed to reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides, which are                                                     
toxic pollutants and greenhouse gases, and carbon dioxide, as well as                                                        
moving freight away from roads to the sea.

Experimental chlorine battery holds 6 times more charge than lithium-ion
• Stanford University scientists experimenting with a decades-old, single-use battery architecture have developed of a 

new version that is not only rechargeable but offers around six times the capacity of today's lithium-ion solutions. The 
breakthrough hinges on the stabilization of volatile chlorine reactions within the device and could one day provide 
the basis for high-performance batteries that power smartphones for a week at a time.

• The new battery is described as an alkali metal-chlorine battery and is based on chemistry that first emerged in the 
1970s called lithium-thionyl chloride. These batteries are highly regarded for their high energy density but rely on 
highly reactive chlorine that makes them unsuitable for anything other than a single use.

• In a regular rechargeable battery, the electrons travel from one side to the other during discharging and then are 
reverted to their original form as the battery is recharged. In this case, however, the sodium chloride or lithium 
chloride is converted to chlorine, which is too reactive to be converted back to chloride with any great efficiency.

• The team imagines the battery finding use in hearing aids or remote controls or being used to power devices that 
only require infrequent recharging like satellites or remote sensors that could be topped up with solar. 
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Virgin Hyperloop explains how its pods will connect cities at 670 mph
• Virgin Hyperloop aims to send passenger or cargo pods at speeds that approach those of air travel. The 670-mph 

target number is three times faster than high-speed rail and more than 10 times faster than traditional rail. That 
means you could go from San Francisco to Los Angeles in about 30 minutes.

• The idea was to create magnetically levitating trains in nearly evacuated (airless) tubes. Without the friction of air, 
the pods in the tubes could travel at much faster speeds.

• Los Angeles-based Virgin Hyperloop, formerly Virgin Hyperloop One, has raised over $400 million in private capital 
since its founding in 2014. It is working to develop and commercialize hyperloop software and hardware, with nearly 
300 full time employees in the United States. At the DevLoop test site outside of Las Vegas, Virgin Hyperloop has 
completed over 500 tests of the technology, including with human passengers.

• The $1.2 trillion infrastructure bill making its way through the United States Congress has provisions that will support 
further development and deployment of hyperloop.

• Back in November, Virgin Hyperloop successfully                                                                              
tested hyperloop technology, with the company’s                                                                              
cofounder and CEO Josh Giegel and director of                                                                                
passenger experience Sara Luchian taking the first trip.

• Virgin Hyperloop argues that it will have a lower                                                                            
environmental impact than other modes of travel,                                                                             
and it has the same G-forces as rail. Centralized                                                                               
control will keep the pod travel safe. The company                                                                           
says that several pods can depart per minute, and                                                                            
the system does not require stops at every station.                                                                          
Virgin Hyperloop wants to transfer 50,000 passengers                                                                         
per hour in an on-demand fashion; that’s the                                                                                    
equivalent of a 30-lane highway.
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